A well-known (and repeatedly commented on) episode from Justus Lipsius's biography is the one that took place on the afternoon of Friday 26th November 1599 at Louvain University, when the humanist philosopher gave an academic lecture in the presence of Archduke Albert and Archduchess Isabella. This occurred two days after their arrival and one day after their Joyous Entry into the 'first city of Brabant'. During an audience at 11 o'clock in the morning, Lipsius was solicited by the Archduke to give a lecture for him and his wife after lunch. Hence, in the afternoon he found himself presenting a few observations made by the Stoic philosopher and statesman Seneca in De Clementia, at the beginning of book I, chapter 3: 'Illius demum (Principis) magnitudo stabilis fundataque est, quem omnes tam supra se esse, quam pro se sciunt' (Firm and stable is the greatness of that Prince whom all know to be as far above them as he is for them).
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Afterwards, the proud Lipsius ensured that this unique eventwhich had after all lasted no longer than two hours-would become an established part of his public image and his biography. He not only wrote to his friends about this singular speech, but also gave permission for the lecture to be included in the official printed account of the Joyous Entry by Johannes Bochius. Moreover, he arranged for the text to be printed separately at the Antwerp Plantin press. This is the context in which no less than 1,500 copies were printed of the Dissertatiuncula apud serenissimos Albertum et Isabellam Belgarum Principes extemporanea in 1600. Due to its success, 1,550 copies of a corrected and enlarged version were printed in 1604. and humanist self-image with his political views on princely duties. Through Senecae pauca verba, Lipsius wanted to demonstrate that the Belgae would continue their long-lasting fidelity for as long as their rulers acted not for their private benefit, but out of concern for the wellbeing of their subjects. Van Houdt has demonstrated that Lipsius's lecture was not aimed at re-enacting the contractual obligations of the Joyous Entry, in which the Archduke and his wife had made an oath on the 1356 Brabantine privilege of the Blijde Inkomst, but that in his speech Lipsius was trying to reorient this contractual 'old constitution' into the virtuous concern of a prince for his subjects, for which they in return would show loyalty to their rulers. 3 For the argument of this paper, it is important to question why exactly in 1599 Lipsius chose a verse from Seneca's De Clementia to formulate this message. The question is relevant because the virtue of clemency was not only of importance during the academic lecture to the Archdukes, but it also ran as a recurrent theme throughout Lipsius's oeuvre. In his Politica of 1589, the philosopher called clemency the Moon of Government and 'a lenient and soft goddess'. He then identified clemency as a virtue proper to mankind, but especially appropriate for princes. 4 His Dissertatiuncula apud principes in 1600 subsequently argued for moderation as a crucial princely virtue. Finally in 1605, the Monita et exempla politica singled out the mercy and magnanimity of Albert of Austria in particular, inviting him to continue his exemplary leniency. The virtue of clemency was at the heart of Lipsius's humanist and philological endeavours, and he listed De Clementia among what he considered to be Seneca's most important works. In the Monita, he even urged every prince to read these 'two golden books'. 5 Lipsius defined clemency above all as a virtue within the judicial sphere, most likely as a result of his legal studies: clemency and pardon were for him important means of establishing justice. In the sixteenth century, the prerogative of granting pardon was seen by jurists as the most concrete exponent of princely clemency and as an alternative to repression for strengthening royal power. So, in the Politica the 3 Ibid., passim. 4 philosopher defined clemency as 'a virtue which, on the basis of judgement, leans away from punishment and revenge, towards mildness'. 6 Without paraphrasing any ancient source, he solved the possible conflict between the imperatives of justice and clemency as follows: 'this Moon [of clemency] departs a little, I admit, from that dazzling Sun of Justice; but departs only, does not break with it, being different from it rather than opposite'. 7 Clementia as defined by Lipsius has not received much attention or any separate treatment in the way that his concepts of prudentia and iustitia have undergone critical evaluation. The present contribution not only attempts to remedy this neglect, and looks for the reasons behind Lipsius's copious reference to the classical virtue. As will be shown, there was more at stake than a simple emulation or paraphrase of Seneca and his De Clementia (1). Lipsius' stress on clemency also reveals more than pure political theory (2), as it was a concrete analysis of the contemporary debate on princely clemency during the Dutch Revolt (3). But equally importantly, Lipsius' emphasis on clemency related to his autobiography, namely to his personal reconciliations with Philip II (4), and to Habsburg dynastic representation (5).
Aemulatio of the Ancients
If Lipsius chose De Clementia to comment on to the Archdukes, it resulted from his overall appraisal of the work of Lucius Annaeus Seneca (making it easier to prepare a lecture in the short time allotted to him). Next to Tacitus, Seneca was at the core of Lipsius's philological and philosophical endeavours. He had started this lifelong study during his Rome sojourn in 1568-1569, inspired by his French teacher Marc Antoine Muret at the Collegium Romanum. Just a couple of months before his death, the humanist published a new edition of Seneca's Opera Omnia. As Jeanine De Landtsheer has argued, Lipsius's fixation on Seneca was probably more important in his life and work than his preoccupation with Tacitus. As a good humanist, Lipsius was immediately interested in editing Seneca's work, but the project met with considerable delay. In the end, the 1605 edition of the Opera Omnia represented a vast philological improvement on the 1475 Naples editio princeps, especially with regard to punctuation. Lipsius succeeded in correctly dissociating the work of the philosopher Seneca from that of his homonymous rhetorician father, although he still accepted the veracity of the letter of Seneca to Saint Paul and he continued to claim that the dramatist was not the same author as the philosopher.
9 Furthermore, as Jan Papy has amply demonstrated, Lipsius intended to continue and complement Erasmus's two editions of Seneca's Opera Omnia, deliberately referring to Erasmus twice in his edition, while on other occasions rarely mentioning the name of his Dutch predecessor.
10
The literary and philological critique of Seneca, served to Lipsius mainly as a starting point for further theoretical and philosophical reflection.
11 His first major philosophical work De Constantia in publicis malis (1583-4), for example, formed a clear paraphrase of Seneca's De Constantia Sapientis. Lipsius now criticised his own former adoration of patriotism as an adfectus which should be avoided in order to reach apathy. Thus, the only way of surviving the ongoing civil war proved to be constancy of the mind. 12 still disagreed with the determinism and materialism of Roman Stoicism in order to reconcile it with the Christian Faith, one of the basic components of his philosophical programme. 13 The form and content of Lipsius's Neo-Stoicism is still a matter of debate. Gerhard Oestreich has stressed that Lipsius's Politica of 1589 redirected the mainly moral-philosophical Neo-Stoicism towards a political variation, which deeply influenced seventeenth-century European history. According to Oestreich, Lipsius lay the foundations for the Machtstaat, even though the philosopher preferred moderation to absolutism.
14 This thesis has been revised amongst others by Mark Morford, who has argued that the Politica was more Tacitean in nature and political analysis. 15 Clearly, the Books on Politics presented Neo-Stoic features, not only because they were designed as a complement to De Constantia, but also because they urged that the prince be educated according to Stoic ethics. Jan Papy has shown that the ongoing 'Senecan focus' was probably the most distinguished factor of Lipsius's Neo-Stoicism, in the sense that he reframed Stoic ethics as a secular complement to Christian and biblical morality. 16 But within this framework then, what made Lipsius so fond of De Clementia, which figures in the oeuvre of Seneca rather as an anomaly than as a prototypical Stoic work? Moreover, if we think along the lines of Oestreich's interpretation, why did he choose this treatise, which calls for limiting rather than supporting absolute power?
Seneca's De Clementia is not an easy starting point for interpretation, as it is only preserved incompletely (two books remain, the second only partially). Seneca wrote the text for his pupil Nero, to encourage the young emperor to be clement, to imitate the Gods so as to be their true vice-regent. 17 The text emerged as a carefully constructed combination of a moral treatise on virtue, a mirror-for-princes, and political propaganda for Nero's reign. 18 With his De Clementia, Seneca aimed to illustrate how both nature and reason showed that clemency was specifically apt for kings. The Good King was clement; the Tyrant cruel.
19
Clemency assured a prince a good reputation and the true affection and love of his subjects. It not only served as a rule of good government but also as a rule of war: a military victory had to be handled with moderation, in order not to harm the conquered people, and clemency towards one's own soldiers prevented desertion. Because clemency was necessary in politics, warfare and justice, Seneca developed his arguments using a moral, military and, last but not least, a juridical jargon.
20
In the second book, Seneca exclusively restricted his discussion of clemency to a King's role as Judex, where clemency was defined as the 'inclination of the mind to leniency in punishments.' A powerful man had to display indulgentia when punishing a social inferior. However, Seneca also identified clemency with its result (the actio), the pardon or 'the moderation that remits something from the punishment that is deserved and due.' 21 It is in particular this interaction and identification between clemency (clementia) and pardon (remissio or also the venia), which will be a recurrent theme throughout this paper.
Seneca clearly challenged the arguments contra clemency, for example that forgiveness supported the culpable and thus constituted a vice, or that it was an adfectus. In doing so he was venturing onto thin ice, because such arguments had been developed by the Old Stoic School. This has led to the scholarly debate over whether De Clementia even was Stoic in nature. The problem was that Seneca did not treat the subject consistently, as in Book I misericordia served as a synonym of clementia, whereas in Book II it should be avoided because of its weakness. In this context, it is important that Lipsius appreciated Seneca's treatment of the subject, and, as will be shown, cleverly made use of its ambiguity.
Moreover, it should come as no surprise that Lipsius turned precisely to Seneca to illustrate the virtue of clemency, as he was the only ancient author who had extensively commented on it. Only Caesar had made clementia a government policy, by giving an amnesty to his enemies and by erecting a temple to the goddess. Cicero had canonised this in his exhortation to Caesar after the conquest of Rome: 'nulla de virtutibus tuis plurimis nec admirabilior nec gratior misericordia est'.
23
For Cicero, only a prince's love for his subjects could create political stability, because a feared prince incited fear and thus unrest and resistance. Although Cicero had repeatedly referred to the fruits of clemency, he had not treated the virtue separately. Seneca's text therefore served as a concrete application of Cicero's description of the Good Prince, in writing for the emperor Nero and thus applying it to the rule of a princeps (the 'Roman monarchy').
24 For Lipsius then, because of the formal similarities-an adhortatio to a princeps-it made sense to choose Seneca's De Clementia for the lecture for the Archdukes in November 1599.
Political Theory
It may be that Lipsius chose Seneca's political treatise less out of NeoStoic concern than to show that ancient sources offered the best starting point for political theory (that was after all also the aim of the Monita). In the Politica, the philosopher had already clearly agreed with most of Seneca's argumentation pro clemency. So Lipsius turned not only to Seneca for ethics and morality, 25 but also for political wisdom, even if he considered Tacitus a more important source for that. 27 In 1532 John Calvin provided an edition and a commentary on De Clementia, which aimed at his recognition as a humanist, choosing precisely this text to comment on the important theme of the character of the sovereign. 28 Erasmus also insisted in his Institutio principis Christiani that clemency was the virtue for which princes were best honoured.
29
This new attention to clemency reflected (or better, interacted with) the political and religious challenges of the sixteenth century. Because of what Geoffrey Parker has called the early modern Military Revolution, the ethics of leniency became crucial in a predominantly cruel context. As Seneca had established, clemency and cruelty (not severitas) served as antonyms; in practice, they were defined in their dialectic relationship. The crueller the atrocities committed during wartime, the louder the plea for clemency. 30 The Reformation also triggered a debate on clemency as misericordia and Christian forgiveness. 31 In this context Erasmus, for example, asked Hadrian VI why it was not possible for the Pope to forgive repentant heretics seven times seventy times, as Christ did.
32 Clemency for 'repentant heretics' could be invoked for a complex matrix of human, social and religious reasons, but also in order to prevent uprising and revolt. Mario Turchetti has labelled this 26 strand of moderate ideas tolerance-indulgence. 33 Even Sebastian Castellio, though seen as the most radical propagandist of tolerance, often used the term clementia to formulate his imperative of moderation. 34 In fact, these multiple references to clemency were closely intertwined with the extensive development of the praxis of pardon in the judicial sphere. Although the right to pardon (remissio) was based on Roman Law, it only grew substantially during the Late Middle Ages, consequently acquiring crucial importance within the context of statebuilding in early modern times. 35 De Schepper showed that the early modern right to pardon was applied in a broader field than criminal law, also encompassing civil law and extra iustitia and extra iudicia procedures. As the separation of powers did not yet exist, the right of pardon generated remission, legislation and normalisation at the same time.
36
According to legal doctrine, a (letter of) pardon was a onedimensional vertical act, descending from king to vassal. The monarch was eager to monopolize justice, in competition with existing judicial bodies or noble landlords granting grace, a process in which the right to pardon proved to be both an aim and a means.
37 By a collective pardon after a crushed rebellion, a monarch could re-establish order and peace. Also, in that case, a general pardon marked a formal reconciliation between former enemies, reinforcing the sovereign as Supreme Judge. 38 In everyday judicial practice, repression was alternated with pardon, which led Hugo de Schepper and Marjan Vrolijk to conclude that 'the other face of the struggle against violence' was 'peace and order by clemency'. By this means, monarchs could renew their supremacy in justice. 39 This new interest in and praxis of pardon did not mean, however, that its expanded use remained unchallenged. Niccolò Machiavelli, to name but the most important, had rejected the premises of the classical Senecan reasoning on clemency. 40 According to the Florentine secretary, violence and cruelty could sometimes be more lenient than clemency, because clemency itself risked creating disorder and chaos. A prince could prefer violence for his own safety and that of his state, as long as he strove in the long run for clemency. 41 Living through and observing the important French and Spanish invasions of the Italian land and peninsula-the start of the Military Revolution-he pinned down reality: during warfare, captains indeed sometimes preferred firm treatment of the subjugated to make others surrender out of fear. pardon. 43 Lipsius urged clemency to be carried out on the basis of judgement (cum iudicio), because without it leniency was 'mere weakness and apathy, and even a fault, and certainly not a virtue '. 44 This means that Lipsius took a stance on a concrete sixteenth-century political theory, rather than-as Gerhard Oestreich has arguedforecasting the programme of the seventeenth-century Machtstaat.
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In solving the problem of unlimited absolutism and warfare, Lipsius opted for clemency as a desirable virtue and praxis. Clementia was one of the soft skills-a soft Goddess-that were necessary in an authoritarian system. Therefore, following Martin Van Gelderen, I am inclined to identify Lipsius more as the last Renaissance philosopher reflecting on the Virtuous Prince than as the first Neo-Stoic political theorist. 
Political Debate
On the occasion of the academic lecture for the Archdukes, however, Lipsius also wrote to one of his friends that he had chosen to highlight 'aliquid pro tempore' or 'something according to the circumstances'. 47 This shows that Lipsius's interest in clemency may have been triggered as much by contemporary politics, Lipsius being an important observer of his time, 48 as by his lifelong fascination for Seneca or the intention to counter Machiavelli's reasoning.
The clementia principis had indeed been vigorously debated in the Low Countries, even before the iconoclastic Fury of 1566. The Dukes of Burgundy, fourteenth and fifteenth-century rulers of parts of the Netherlands, undeniably often employed and referred to their 'innate clemency' in settling conflicts. They thus conveniently exploited secular representations of the Clement King, and even more the biblical 43 Furthermore, the Burgundians and Habsburgs paid considerable attention to the mis-en-scène of their clemency. Often a Burgundian capitulation treaty stipulated that the defeated citizens should kneel before the Duke and ask him for mercy, so that he could formally grant them pardon. This ceremony was known as the amende honorable, a punishment to the city in order to repair the honour and majesty of the Duke.
52 Jean-Marie Moeglin has identified these ceremonies with the pan-European ritual of deditio/receptio in misericordiam, deeply rooted in Occidental Christianity and judicial, extrajudicial and private conflict resolution. 53 Charles V and his governors also used clemency in order to fight heresy and inspire conversions, even if they mainly considered it their duty to kill stubborn heretics. They repeatedly issued pardons on a collective scale, as new anti-heresy measures were often accompanied by broad terms of grace for those willing to return to the Catholic Church. 54 Even though the Habsburg government eventually opted for harsh repression of the Anabaptists preaching the Apocalypse in 1534, it originally proclaimed a general pardon for penitent ones. This was in response to the suggestions of the Holland Council of Justice that a general pardon could alleviate tensions and prevent uprising. 55 As Marjan Vrolijk has shown, using ample archival evidence, the collective pardon resulted in 483 successful reconciliations.
56
The Burgundian-Habsburg tradition on the one hand, and the political and religious causes on the other, intermingled in a heated discussion on clemency during the Dutch Revolt, where pardon for both divine and worldly lese-majesty was at stake. The encompassing debate asked whether the use of clemency would make Philip II better loved, or if it would on the contrary create an impression of weakness. In any case, the Duke of Alba's 1567 mission showed that the King had chosen for the hard line of the 'hawks': he would punish first, before granting pardon upon his arrival as a Rex Pacificus. 57 In the end, Philip II never travelled to the Netherlands again. In 1572, during the renewed military offensive after the invasions of William of Orange and his allies, the Spanish again adopted a hard-line position. The royal soldiers under the command of the Duke of Alba and his son Don Fadrique committed so many atrocities-despite following a certain 'etiquette' 58 -that the leyenda negra of Spanish innate cruelty and tyranny easily spread on the European continent.
59
Especially the Duke of Alba-clearly one of the leading strategists of his times-constantly pointed to the risk that clemency could create a perception of weakness and thereby threaten the royal majesty. 54 He preferred severity to precede clemency. 60 As Gustaaf Janssens has demonstrated, the Duke conceived his task in the Netherlands as 'paving the way' for the adventus regi, in which Philip II could then come as a Clement King and Forgiving Father. Therefore, he had to carry out justice, putting to death the principal instigators of the iconoclastic fury and consequent unrest. In 1568, he insisted that the military invasion of William of Orange and his brothers had made mercy impossible, repeating the same string of arguments in 1572.
Lipsius took a stance on this dilemma of clemency during the Dutch Revolt. 61 As mentioned, he argued in favour, despite the arguments that were time and again levelled against clemency. Using a quote from Pliny's Panegyricus in the Politica, he argued that 'no vigilance, no guard of armed men protects as well as love [resulting from clementia] does'. 62 According to him, lessons from omnis aevi showed that clemency was under all circumstances preferable to cruelty. He also defied the harsh punishments of the exceptional tribunal of the Troubles, which had denied the existing praxis of pardon. According to Lipsius, it did not serve a prince to always punish rigidly, because referring to Seneca's De Clementia, 'strictness loses its power when exercised continuously'. 63 As has long been known, Alba's policy was at the core of Lipsius's criticism of the Habsburgs. 64 In 1568 he implicitly criticised the military strategy of the Duke by glorifying the toga rather than militia in his dedicatory letter to Granvelle. 65 At the University of Jena, he described Alba as a 'furious tyrant' with a 'bloody image', opposing the cruelty of the tyrant to the clemency of the prince. 66 Moreover, Lipsius also taught courses on Tacitus in Jena in order to draw paral-lels between the cruelties of Tiberius and of the Duke of Alba. 67 The Holy Roman Empire was safe ground for ventilating his critiques, as Alba had a bad reputation there anyhow because of the 1552 Battle of Metz against the Protestant princes.
It is important to question, though, if when arguing for clemency Lipsius had only the cruelties of Alba in mind, as he started writing the Politica on his journey after Leicester's dubious actions in Utrecht in the summer of 1586. Jan Waszink has already hinted that Lipsius, in spite of his ongoing great expectations of English help, was profoundly discontent with the way in which the Earl of Leicester brutally tried to gain control over the Union of Utrecht. 68 The earlier 'help' to the States-General by the Duke of Anjou in 1581-1583 had also resulted in 'French furies' in January 1583. So city sacks and atrocities were by no means a monopoly of 'the Spanish' and their soldiers-although the leyenda negra successfully spread that image 69 -but rather the collateral damage of civil war.
Furthermore, Lipsius wrote the Politica at the time that Farnese had eventually succeeded in turning the virtue of clemency into personal propaganda, by consistently using references to it in the military, political and judicial sphere. Farnese had proclaimed broad pardons for the cities he conquered, even sometimes weakening the formal conditions for immediate reconciliation with the Catholic Church. 70 The result, as James Tracy has argued, was that his 'penchant for a strategy of clemency seemed to have become a by-word among Lipsius's close friends'. At the moment of the writing of the Politica, the Habsburg policy thus seemed somewhat more clement than that of Leicester, despite the fact that Spanish hegemony was still threatening the 'freedom of Europe'. 71 Yet how far did the plea for clemency relate to more general humanist pacifism? J. Kluyskens has argued, albeit somewhat tendentiously, that throughout his life Lipsius remained a messenger of peace and reconciliation. The philosopher turned to the Stoa to study its basic search for reconciliation. 72 However, identifying the stress on clemency as overall pacifism involves some risks. Toon Van Houdt has shown that Lipsius did not even touch upon the theme of peace during his lecture before the Archdukes. 73 In his letter regarding the political events of February 1595, he had favoured a truce above peace, realistically judging that the Dutch would not accept peace, especially not after the ongoing victories of Maurice of Nassau. A year later even, he only accepted peace or a truce in theory, in practice blaming the Dutch for their defiant behaviour. In 1604 then, a year before the publication of the Monita, he designed a possible peace with the Dutch as a triumph of the Spanish King over his rebellious subjects. 74 This is only to say that for Lipsius clemency was more a judicial praxis and ethical guideline than a plea for peace.
Nor should clemency be too rapidly equated to a plea for tolerance, as Lipsius advocated the punishment of public acts of heresy in his Politica. Again according to Kluyskens, in the last years of Lipsius's life, his pacifism moved from a pure acknowledgement of the necessity of leniency towards the ethical imperative of clemency, also in mat- 71 Tracy, "Princely auctoritas or the freedom of Europe" 309, citing the following letter from Janus Dousa sr. in London to Lipsius in Leiden, 6th October 1585 (ILE II 85 10 06, p. 237, ll. 8-10): although Dousa has not been able to write for four months, 'tu lenior, qui amico manifesta in noxia haerenti de caussae dictione gratiam feceris, reoque ante preces necdem confitenti ignoveris, Parmae opino principis exemplo, cui novum imperium inchoanti utilis clementiae fama'. 72 ters of belief. 75 Still, Lipsius's clementia probably related more to the tolerance-indulgence for heretics described by Mario Turchetti, rather than arguing for tolerance tout court. More correctly, Jan Waszink identifies the moderate religious views of Lipsius with the so-called 'middle parties' in the Dutch Revolt. 76 This label, introduced by Juliaan Woltjer, describes the large groups in the civil wars which neither approved of the harsh religious repression by the King nor of Calvinist radicalisation. 77 However, it is difficult to discern to what degree these large groups advocated clemency towards heretics. Most councillors agreed on the need for clemency, yet when concretely negotiating on proposals they ended up being very divided. 78 Similarly, Lipsius also argued for some degree of freedom of conscience (and thus for clemency), but he seemed more cautious on clemency for religous dissidents disturbing the state religion. His statements that 'clementiae non hic locus' led to the famous clash with Coornhert. 79 
Autobiography
Lipsius's concern for clemency has so far been identified as an emulation of Seneca, a refutation of Machiavelli and a comment on contemporary events; yet consciously or unconsciously it also illuminates his biography. In this respect, Lipsius's life shows a striking parallel with that of Seneca: both started writing on clemency once they had experienced the virtue at first hand by means of a pardon. After his adultery, the Emperor Claudius banished Seneca to Corsica for seven years (he had already fallen out of grace under Caligula). Agrippina, however, responded positively to Seneca's Letter to Polybius, in which he tried to obtain a pardon, and made him her son Nero's instructor. Only after his pardon and official reconciliation did Seneca compose his treatise De Clementia. Something similar happened to Lipsius: he was first pardoned in 1574 for his flight and stay abroad, within the framework of a collective pardon, and then again in 1592, by means of an individual letter of pardon.
The general pardon in 1574, from which Lipsius benefitted, was deeply rooted in the overall debate on clemency in politics and warfare during the Dutch Revolt as described above, exactly because that discussion was also concerned with the potential juridical and legal implications of clemency. Some Brussels councillors insisted that royal clemency should result in collectively pardoning repentant rebels. In their view, a collective grace would bring about a formal reconciliation between Philip II and his subjects, and so it would prove an efficient and peaceful means of stopping the turmoil. These suggestions met with so much opposition-on the opportunity, timing and conditions-that the promulgation of the general pardon was considerably delayed. 80 This enabled the Duke of Alba to continue his line of severity and strictness (under the protection of his royal instructions) and bring all the culpable to trial before the Council of Troubles without granting any pardon whatsoever. 81 By November 1569, however, Philip II agreed to a general pardon for the inhabitants of the Low Countries: anyone prepared to reconcile themselves with the Catholic Church within three months could receive remission of his earlier crimes of lese-majesty and heresy. The King solicited a breve from Pius V enabling designated clerics to absolve the sin of heresy (a casus reservatus for the pope). These reconciliatory edicts were promulgated in the Netherlands in July 1570 and again in May 1572, on the occasion of the birth of a male heir. The recognition of the political failure of these measures-the open revolt of the Sea Beggars started in April 1572-led to a new formula. In June 1574 governor Requesens issued a broader general pardon, this time backed by a papal autorisation of Gregorius XIII. 82 These 'general pardons' were never general, nor were they ever meant to be. This was after all the application of the juridical commonplace-on which both Lipsius and Seneca had commented-that unlimited grace was as unjust as no grace whatsoever. The two grace measures differed considerably in terms of restrictions, however. In 1570 and 1572, traitors, banned persons, leaders of the religious riots and reformed ministers were excluded, while in 1574 only listed individuals were forbidden from soliciting pardon. The first pardon, heavily influenced by Alba, had broadly defined excluded groups, leading to the comment that the general pardon was in fact a disguised 'Spanish inquisition'. Requesens, already convinced of the opportunity for a broad pardon before his arrival in the Netherlands, chose only to exclude the chief instigators by name. Philip II felt comfortable and even happy with this, as his father Charles V had chosen a similar format for his general pardon after the Comuneros.
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Nevertheless, the most distinctive feature of the general pardon of 1574 was that it allowed those 'who had left the Netherlands but had lived according to the Catholic Faith' to return and even to take possession of their confiscated goods. This concession was in sharp contrast with the confiscation policy of the Council of Troubles, and consequently it generated a flux of immigration, which has been ignored by the historiography stressing the emigration sparked by the repression. 84 Rebel pamphlets roundly denounced this 'Spanish pardon of exiles', with one Latin punning on pardon (pardona) and Pandora.
85
In the exiled reformed churches, returning compatriots were mocked as pardonnisten.
86
One of these numerous returning pardonnisten in 1574 was Lipsius. In the autobiography of his 'youth' he explicitly motivated his return by the new air of reconciliation. 87 The humanist may have been referring to the overall appeasement after the departure of Alba in November 1573, but he also concretely hinted at Requesens' general pardon. In theory, Lipsius did not comply with the formal conditions of the general pardon, as he had tended to Lutheranism during his stay in the Holy Roman Empire, but it is probable that he brought with him proof from a Catholic priest that he had lived abroad according to the ancient religion. This kind of testimony was needed to obtain the pardon, and returnees often brought several. Even governor Requesens acknowledged that there was much fraud going on, but thought it was better to forgive as many individuals as possible in order to raise support for the royal cause. 88 Lipsius indeed profited from his return, as it enabled him to finish his legal studies and to obtain a position at Leuven University. In the political sphere this broader pardon too failed for complex reasons, but nevertheless a substantial proportion of Dutch loyalists continued to believe in the potential of clemency.
By 1576 the overall picture had become troubled. Philip II seemed more and more inclined to a lenient approach, but the new governor, his half-brother Don Juan de Austria, eventually opted for confrontation. 89 The King therefore sent a peace envoy to the Netherlands, in the person of the Baron of Selles, to promise pardon to any Catholic willing to return to the royal camp. Maybe because of this, Don Juan issued the general pardon prescribed by his instructions before starting the military offensive in Gembloux in January 1578. In any case, the 85 Pandorae sive veniae Hispanicae Belgicis exulibus, . . . Bullae Greg. XIII sive Papalis Anatomia. S.l., (november) 1574, in the University Library of Gent, Pamflettencollectie Meulman, nr. 255 and The Hague, Royal Library, Pamflettencollectie, nr. 222. 86 Soen, Geen pardon zonder paus, chapters 7 and 8. 87 Vervliet, "Lipsius' jeugd" 43. 88 Soen, "De reconciliatie van ketters" 358. 89 A recent interpretation of this divergence in policy has attributed it to the influence of the secretary of state Antonio Pérez: Weststeijn A., "Antonio Pérez y la formación de la política española respecto a la rebelión de los Países Bajos, 1576-1579", Historia y política: Ideas, procesos y movimientos sociales 19 (2008) 231-254. governor also printed Selles' lettres patentes in order to spread the royal reconciliatory message despite continuing his military operations. 90 Lipsius was an eye witness of this confused double-tracked policy in Louvain and made convenient use of its ambivalences. He allegedly fled from Don Juan's military offensive, although in fact it presented no danger in Louvain. As Werner Thomas has pointed out, on the 5th of February 1578, the university city peacefully surrendered to the royal army. Lipsius had in fact already announced his departure from Louvain ten days before the formal start of the royal offensive. Again according to Thomas, Lipsius had decided to leave Louvain fearing the possible repercussions from openly expressing his anti-Spanish views in Jena, legally a crime of lese-majesty and punishable by death. 91 But if Lipsius had procured a letter of pardon in 1574, he had been formally absolved of these alleged crimes. As he himself wrote, in civil war justice was shaky. 92 In any case, Lipsius did not opt to profit from the city pardon issued for Louvain, which gave grace to everybody who returned within two weeks of Don Juan's surrender.
In 1592 then, Lipsius's return to Louvain was only possible through a formal reconciliation with Philip II. As Lipsius well realised, he first had to formally reconcile with the Catholic Church. After leaving the United Provinces with an excuse, he reconciled with the Catholic Church in the presence of Jesuits. 93 Only after this was he able to really start to negotiate his reconciliation with Philip II, through the mediation of the Jesuit Martín Antonio Delrío, who was residing in the Habsburg Netherlands at the time and had a powerful network reaching out to Governor Farnese. Delrío introduced Lipsius to Father Johannes Oranus and several others, who delivered him various certificates of orthodoxy. Afterwards, Delrío helped him by writing a letter to Jean Richardot of the Privy Council and Council of State because he 'could help in arranging a pardon'. Moreover, Delrío provided him with contacts in the provincial Council of Brabant in order to nullify his banishment. Finally, in August 1592, Lipsius was able to return to Louvain. 94 Werner Thomas lucidly remarks that Lipsius's reconciliation at that time was one of many: in the 1590s the King and his governors were prepared to reconcile a substantial number of people-even if they had formally damaged the Spanish Monarchy-in order to gain information or prestige. 95 
Panegyric (The Monita)
Pardon was not only a common experience of the lives of Seneca and Lipsius, but strikingly both authors also started to praise the princeps who had granted them grace and pardon. Indeed, at one of the many levels of Seneca's treaty on clemency, it constituted an implicit panegyric on Nero's early reign. Similarly, the Monita et exempla politica functioned as a panegyric on the Habsburg dynasty. This further parallel between Seneca and Lipsius supports the thesis of juridical anthropologists that a pardon constituted not only a dialogue between rulers and subjects, but also empowered the ruler when the pardon succeeded in restoring loyalty (which however was not always the case with pardons for political deeds). After his second pardon from Philip II, Lipsius wasted little time in starting to glorify the Habsburg dynasty, as he started writing the Monita at the latest in 1596, even if it was only finished and published a decade later. 96 The lecture before the Archdukes in 1599 probably enhanced his exploration of the panegyric genre, as he had edited the Dissertatiuncula together with the Panegyric of Trajan by Pliny. Jean Jehasse has shown that the Pliny edition formed the crucial link between the Tacitus and the Seneca edition. 97 The Dissertatiuncula also formed the bond between the adhortatio to clemency in the Politica and the laudatio of it in the Monita. Lipsius saw Archduke Albert as a perfect princely incarnation of this clemency, carrying out the clementia of Caesar and the magnanimitas of Vespasian. Here too, Lipsius reflected contemporary Habsburg policies: after the Act of Cession of 1598, the Archdukes had renewed Farnese's clemency strategy by granting numerous letters of pardon during their Joyous Entry to cities and by incorporating clementia in the propaganda for their reign. 98 Therefore, in the twelfth chapter of the second book of the Monita, Lipsius once more addressed the question of the aptness of clemency to princes. He referred first to Seneca's definition in the second book of De Clementia (i.e. the one treating the King only as Judex). There, clemency figured as 'clementia, lenitas superioris in inferiorem, in constituendis poenis'. This time, he also wanted to correct this definition by changing it into 'in remittendis poenis'. This was again an emulation of and tribute to Seneca's De Clementia (aurei libelli duo) which Lipsius now explicitly recommended every prince to read. 99 This time, Lipsius traced the history of clement leaders back to the bible, with Moses and David at the forefront and only afterwards, amongst many others, Alexander the Great, Caesar, Octavian and Vespasian. The Clement King had thus become more closely associated with the Biblical depiction of a Forgiving Father than with the Roman secular version. Even if clemency still figured among the most important virtues of a prince, it was mainly portrayed as a Christian principle. The virtue also appeared first in relationship to pietas, and only afterwards to iustitia. Clemency would eventually establish peaceful and stable relations between rulers and vassals. If vassals had the same pietas as their ruler, they would leniently accept his rule.
In this way, Lipsius contributed to the dynastic representation which Emperor Maximilian I had initiated at the beginning of the sixteenth century by appropriating clementia principis as an innate virtue of the Habsburgs, and already closely associating it with the pietas austriaca. 100 Lipsius may have been especially confronted with this Habsburg selfimage when he frequented humanist court circles in Vienna, seeking the emperor's patronage. Howard Louthan has shown that the clementia austriaca was at that time a quest for compromise in the biconfessional Holy Roman Empire, 101 yet Lipsius carefully avoided references to Maximilian II in the Monita; rather, he illuminated the pietas and the iustitia of Rudolf II and the constantia of Philip II. 102 Maybe the panegyric on the clement prince was also in part a 'Belgian' answer to the propaganda and glorification of the new French King. Henri IV had been advised by Neo-Stoic counsellors to base his governmental programme on clemency, as he could not easily be associated with the sacred character of the French monarchy because of his earlier Protestantism. 103 In his overview of 'Humanism and Political Theory' for the Cambridge History of Political Thought in 1991, Anthony Grafton introduced the overall subject with Lipsius's lecture on Seneca for Albert and Isabella. Grafton considered it archetypical that the late humanist chose to comment on ancient sources to instruct on contemporary political events. However, beyond this, he was not sure if Lipsius aimed to criticise the Habsburg princes or to encourage them towards reconciliation. Thus, according to Grafton, 'the letter seems rich and vivid, yet the images it calls up are soon dispelled, and we are left, much like Alice, able to see the humanist's smile of satisfaction but not to grasp his meaning in a way that satisfies us.' 104 This contribution, however, has had the precise aim of tightening the web of interpretation regarding the classical virtue of clemency. It has shown that clemency in the oeuvre of Lipsius alternatively served as a critique of the Duke of Alba and a glorification of Archduke Albert of Austria, while always functioning as an adhortatio to early modern princes that they should put this Neo-Stoic virtue into practice. Additionally, the paper has put Lipsius's reference to clemency into the context of the contemporary political theory on the clementia principis and the application of the sovereign right of pardon, demonstrating that Lipsius's analysis in favour of clemency was not as neutral as it may seem at first sight. Firstly, it offered a clear refutation of Machiavelli's stance on the same theme, returning to the classic Ciceronian-Senecan point of view, and secondly it was influenced by the philosopher's own experience of pardon and reconciliation. In the end, this facilitated Lipsius's adherence to the Habsburg dynasty's selfrepresentation as clement rulers.
